INSIDE
VIENNA
GO LOCAL WITH THE MOTTO-CREW

Naturally, we think our hood the finest of the city.
But admittedly, Vienna has a few more tricks up
its sleeve than just the 6th and 7th district.
Therefore, here comes the MOTTO crew's secret
recommendations for urban adventures in the most
beautiful city in the world – curated exclusively for you.

FOOD

The term restaurant originates from the French
and means „to strengthen“. Well then – enjoy, feast,
and dine to your heart’s content!

CHEZ BERNARD
Inside the hotel, 7th floor
The 7th foodie heaven on the 7th floor of our house.
Just hop on the elevator and go all the way to the top
for the culinary wow-factor – with a view.
MOTTO AM FLUSS
Franz-Josefs-Kai 2, 1010 Vienna
From breakfast to dinner in a boat ambience
on the Danube Canal. Our sister business
Motto am Fluss has been a glittering landmark
in Vienna's restaurant scene for ages.
instagram: mottoamfluss
MOTTO
Rüdigergasse 1/Schönbrunner Str. 30, 1050 Vienna
Another beloved family member of ours: restaurant
and nightclub with a cosmopolitan flair, globally
inspired cuisine, cocktails, and international DJs.
instagram: mottowien

MOTTO BROT
Our in-house bakery and patisserie.
Here, the large selection of French-Viennese
delicacies leaves nothing to be desired.
instagram: mottobrot
URBANEK AM NASCHMARKT
Naschmarkt 46, 1060 Vienna
A visit to the Naschmarkt would not be complete
without a stop at Urbanek. A 14 m2 delicatessen
for the Viennese community.
MOCHI
Praterstraße 15, 1020 Vienna
Tiny and cute designer eatery, where Japanese
cuisine is cooked casually – but all the better for it.
instagram: mochi_vienna
MADAI
Große Sperlgasse 6, 1020 Vienna
Around the corner from Kamelitermarkt.
Aperitivo-place with Italian menu, delicacies in
small bowls, and plate dishes, aka ITALO APERO.
instagram: madaiaperitivobeisl
KLEINES PARADIES
Blindengasse 3, 1080 Vienna
INSIDER TIP! Quality food in a cozy
and stylish atmosphere.
instagram: daskleineparadies_wien
IL MARE
Zieglergasse 15, 1070 Vienna
Since 1975, the restaurant Il Mare is well known
and loved not only in Vienna, but also
throughout Austria and on an international level.
instagram: ilmareristorante

GLACIS BEISL
Breite Gasse 4, 1070 Vienna
First choice for that famous Wiener Schnitzel!
Tradition meets the spirit of modernity
in the beautiful garden.
instagram: glacis_beisl
SKOPIK & LOHN
Leopoldgasse 17, 1020 Vienna
One of the most atmospheric places in town.
Great bistro vibe, straightforward food
of a good standard, top-notch service.
instagram: skopikundlohn
CAFE ANSARI
Praterstraße 15, 1020 Vienna
"Café Ansari" offers a mouth-watering
combination of Mediterranean,
Georgian, and international cuisine.
instagram: cafeansari
DISCO VOLANTE
Gumpendorferstraße 98, 1060 Vienna
Pizza Napoletana from a large disco ball oven.
instagram: pizzeria_disco_volante
DOGENHOF
Praterstraße 70/2, 1020 Vienna
Genuinely good food and drink, with an open
fireplace for the perfect steak. Located
in the middle of the SUPERSENSE store,
with the most analog products in the world.
instagram: dogenhof.vienna

DRINKS
Bars are the kind of places you go to see & be seen.
To meet old faces and find new ones. A kiss on the left,
a kiss on the right, a hug, a moment of eye contact.

LOOS BAR
Kärntner Durchgang 10, 1010 Vienna
Famous Art Deco bar designed by Adolf Loos,
with traditional cocktails and outdoor seating.
instagram: loosbar
BRUDER
Windmühlgasse 20, 1060 Vienna
Bar and kitchen. Hubert and Lucas.
Together, they are Bruder.
instagram: bruder.xyz
MOBY DICK
Neustiftgasse 26, 1070 Vienna
Vienna's most sustainable cocktail bar.
The Moby Dick team places great focus
on exceptional aroma, texture, and flavors.
instagram: mobydickvienna

KLEINOD
Singerstraße 7, Top 48-50, 1010 Vienna
Extra-fancy and multi-award winning bar
– classic cocktails and original creations.
ROBERTO BAR
Bauernmarkt 11-13, 1010 Vienna
Best American Bar in Vienna –
be it for champagne or the best
international cocktails.
instagram: robertoamericanbar
EVERYBODY’S DARLING
Tuchlauben 22, 1010 Vienna
The day bar in the heart of Vienna.
instagram: everybodys_darling
TÜR 7
Buchfeldgasse 7, 1080 Vienna
To get into Tür 7, you have to make
a reservation beforehand.
Once there, you ring a front doorbell.
And wait...
PUFF
Girardigasse 10, 1060 Vienna
What a spot! The Puff is a cocktail bar
and takes its name (which is Austrian for brothel)
from its red-light past.

CLUBS

R’n’B, jazz, live, or techno music, swaying bodies,
pulsating lights, and that sensation of being fully alive:
Vienna‘s club scene is a loud, colorful, and magnificent
labyrinth. Not to worry though, we’ll take you
by the hand and get you to the hottest venues in town.

VOLKSGARTEN
Burgring 1 (Heldenplatz), 1010 Vienna
This club in the 1st district is in fact located
in the midst of a beautiful garden. The Volksgarten
Clubdisco is the place to be in Vienna's party culture.
The music is based on house, disco, and party hits.
instagram: volksgarten
GRELLE FORELLE
Spittelauer Lände 12, 1090 Vienna
Hotspot on the waterfront of Danube Canal,
and the top choice in Vienna for high-quality
electronic music. In summer, the river is a busy place:
Flex, Badeschiff, Adria Wien, and Tel Aviv Beach
provide plenty of entertainment.
instagram: grelle_forelle

FLEX
Donaukanal – Augartenbrücke, 1010 Vienna
Flex is among the most famous nightclubs in Europe.
It's a venue for local and international music groups
alike, as well as popular DJs.
instagram: flexvienna_official
PRATERSAUNA
Waldsteingartenstraße 135, 1020 Vienna
A former sauna in Vienna's Prater. Yes you read that
correctly. Still hot today, it's one of the trendiest clubs
in the city. Techno and electro are its cornerstones.
instagram: pratersauna.tv
SASS
Karlsplatz 1, 1010 Vienna
Sass takes electronic music seriously.
Here, they perfectly manage the balancing
act between chic and underground – and keep
you dancing until the morning light.
instagram: sassmusicclub
O - DER KLUB
Passage Opernring / Operngasse, 1010 Vienna
The newest club in the city, located
right next to the Vienna State Opera.
The musical approach ranges from electronic
tunes to super disco music of the 90s/20s.
instagram: o_der_klub
PRATERSTRASSE
Praterstraße 18, 1020 Vienna
A smart cocktail bar with a dance floor,
"Praterstraße" has expanded
its concept to include the Neapolitan
pizzeria "Superstrada 18".
instagram: praterstrasse.wien

PORGY & BESS, JAZZ & MUSIC CLUB
Riemergasse 11, 1010 Vienna
Porgy & Bess is a jazz and music venue
with a diverse program –
among the top ten in Europe.
instagram: porgyandbessvienna

CULTURE

Cultural metropolis, city of art, Vienna.
So much to see and so many wonders to behold.
Some of the city’s most important cultural institutions
have put together exclusive experiences for MOTTO guests
that guarantee one-of-a-kind experiences.

THE OPERA VIENNA
Staatsoper, Opernring 2, 1010 Vienna
Quality entertainment in a truly imperial atmosphere.
The opera house is a visual treat from within and without,
and gives a stage to international classics of theater,
music, and dance.
KUNSTHISTORISCHES MUSEUM
Maria-Theresien-Platz 1, 1010 Vienna
Vienna's museum of art history is one of the
largest and most important of its kind worldwide.
The rich collections span the period from
Ancient Egypt to the late 18th century. MOTTO guests
can not only experience a breathtaking visit here,

but (in fair weather) enjoy a unique and MOTTOexclusive backstage tour – from the basement
all the way up to the attic.
LEOPOLD MUSEUM
Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Vienna
Here is the home of the world's largest Schiele
collection, important major works by Gustav Klimt,
and the exhibition Vienna 1900. MOTTO guests
will receive an exclusive guided tour of
"LOVE IN VIENNA 1900", including a drink at
MQ-Libelle, which offers a stunning view of Vienna's
city center. Additionally you can look forward
to the art print of "Koloman Moser, Liebespaar"
. (Booking is on request, subject to availability
and must be reserved one week in advance).
BELVEDERE MUSEUM
Prinz Eugen-Straße 27, 1030 Vienna
Come for a kiss. And stay for the breathtaking
variety of artwork arranged in this regal castle.
After taking in all that Klimt, Schiele, and Kokoschka
have to offer, take a stroll through the beautiful
gardens and don’t forget to check out the other
branches of the museum: the Lower Belvedere
and Belvedere 21.
SPANISH RIDING SCHOOL
Michaelerplatz 1, 1010 Vienna
Are you a fan of horses? Or dance? Here, you can
see both together, when the gorgeous Lippizan
stallions and their riders show off the high school
of classical horsemanship in perfect harmony,
accompanied by classical Viennese music.

MAK
Stubenring 5, 1010 Vienna
More in the mood for some exciting, up-to-date artworks? Go pay a visit to the MAK. Here, you will find a
space of experimentation for design, architecture, and
contemporary art that’s not just cool to look at, but
aims to raise relevant sociopolitical issues.
ALBERTINA
Albertinaplatz 1, 1010 Vienna
Can’t decide between a palace and a musem? Luckily,
the ALBERTINA checks both boxes. As one of Austria’s
leading art museums and former Habsburg residence,
these rooms host permanent and temporary exhibitions.
Monet, Picasso, Klimt, or Lichtenstein - the great names
are all at the ALBERTINA.
ALBERTINA MODERN
Karlsplatz 5, 1010 Vienna
The ALBERTINA’s more modern sister is definitely
worth a visit too. Here is the only museum in Austria
that presents the past 80 years of Austrian art history
as a permanent exhibit, as well as offering glimpses into
international contemporary art.
STREET ART & GRAFFITI SCENE
Experience Vienna's colorful street art up close:
a private walking tour through the 6th district
and along the Danube Canal provides first-hand
insight into urban art – and afterwards,
you can try your hand at spray painting yourself.

WELL
BEING

Relax session, pampering package, sun warrior,
or fitness junkie: you definitely won’t grow bored
in and around Hotel MOTTO.

SAINT CHARLES
Gumpendorfer Str. 22, 1060 Vienna
Magical hands that soften up those tired muscles:
our partner Saint Charles Pharmacy offers an
extensive Nuad Thai massage in their Complementary,
located nearby, or a quick foot-hand reflexology
massage right there in your hotel room.
instagram: saint.charles
SHIATSU MASSAGE
Back, shoulders, neck, hands – the massage
technique of Shiatsu shows great effect
for stressed business guests, as a breaktime treat,
or after a long flight directly in the room.

YOGA RE:TREAT
Nelkengasse 6, 1060 Vienna
Relaxation, meditation, and tranquil yoga styles
available right at the hotel. Yoginis can practice
private sessions in Hatha Yoga and Vinyasa
flow in our fitness area.
instagram: retreatvienna
CROSS-FIT
Schottenfeldgasse 62, 1070 Vienna
A fitness empowerment session at
the nearby Loft Studio or a private session
right here in our fitness facility.
BOXING
Neubaugasse 31/9, 1070 Vienna
Experienced or rookie – to channel your inner
Million Dollar Baby, a visit to Wiener Boxschmiede
is worthwhile – or would you prefer a private
workout session in the Hotel MOTTO fitness room?
SUPERCYCLE
Lerchenfelderstraße 63, 1070 Vienna
Addictive full-body workout: Supercycle
isn't just about spinning, it's a dance
on the bike, with neon lights, booming beats –
and some serious fun.
MUD COSMETICS
Walfischgasse 11/ 7, 1010 Vienna
Perfect entrance for a special evening.
Be it party glamour, opera ball, or a natural,
subtle make-up – the team is up for anything.
A make-up party in the hotel room
is a very special experience.
instagram: mudstudiovienna

PRIVATE SHOPPING
Hip and funky in the colorful boutiques
of the 6th and 7th district, or rather
a browse through the famous Austrian
"Vienna Historic" stores in the 1st district?
GUCCI isn't everything!
Ask our crew at the reception for a customized
offer and your personal shopping tour.
hello@hotelmotto.at
+43.1.581.45.00

